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Prosper Portland - Income from properties

Prosper Portland is at a crossroads, transitioning both where its 
resources come from and who benefits from its work . Real estate will 
be a major part of that transition .

On the resources side, Prosper Portland anticipated that revenue from 
real estate would increase from a minor source (about $2 million a 
year) to the agency’s largest source of funding at $16 .2 million in 
2031 .

On the benefits side, Prosper Portland has acknowledged a legacy of 
gentrification and displacement and committed to alleviating dispari-
ties by becoming an agency that prioritizes building an equitable 
economy .

We reviewed Prosper Portland’s real estate management in 2016 to 
determine if practices aligned with strategic goals and how staff over-
saw the day-to-day management of third-party operators .

We found that Prosper Portland was not yet positioned to make its 
transition . Staff did not: 

 z create financial and strategic goals for each property and for 
the portfolio as a whole

 z document equity considerations

 z perform risk assessments

 z adequately monitor third-party operated properties . 

To transition successfully, Prosper Portland must improve real estate 
management .

PROSPER PORTLAND:
Disciplined property management needed to 
achieve future revenue goals, equitable outcomes

Summary
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Prosper Portland, formerly known as the Portland Development 
Commission, is the City’s economic and urban development agency . 
The agency is authorized in the City Charter and is headed by a five-
member commission . The agency is leaner than it once was with 95 
employee positions in 2016, a decrease from 225 in 2009 . The agency 
expected a major shift in revenue sources away from tax increment 
financing and changed its name to represent transformation within 
the agency to address disparities .

Prosper Portland was established to allow the City to use a funding 
mechanism called tax increment financing . To generate tax increment 
financing, the City established areas for targeted development, called 
urban renewal areas . The City borrowed funds against anticipated 
increases in property taxes within the areas and dedicated the funds 
to improvements within the areas . For a period of 20-25 years any 
increase in taxes collected that resulted from those improvements 
and increased property values in the areas was dedicated to repay-
ing those loans . At the end of the period all property taxes collected 
(including the increase) are returned to the taxing authorities .

In 2016 there were 16 urban renewal areas in Portland, which contrib-
uted $15 .2 million in tax increment financing revenue to operating 
expenses . Tax increment financing revenue funded 49 percent of 
Prosper Portland’s operating revenue .

Background

Tax increment 
financing revenue
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The City Charter authorizes Prosper Portland to acquire, improve, and 
lease property to carry out economic development duties . In 2016 
the agency owned or controlled 80 properties, most of which were 
located in 10 urban renewal areas . Only one property was outside of 
an urban renewal area . The largest property was in the Airport Way 
urban renewal area and was over 400,000 square feet . The smallest 
was 816 square feet in the Interstate urban renewal area . Properties 
ranged in value from $116,000 to $25 .3 million .

Real estate revenue

Portland urban renewal areas in 2016  

Interstate

River District

South Park Blocks

North Macadam

Central Eastside

Convention Center

Lents

Gateway

Airport Way

Downtown Waterfront

Note: Neighborhood Prosperity 
Initiative areas marked in light gray .
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According to the agency, Prosper Portland acquired property mostly 
through purchase although some were acquired when borrowers 
defaulted on loans provided by the agency . Goals for each property 
varied, but all aligned with goals for the urban renewal area in which 
they were located . Examples of properties included:

 z A series of lots consolidated for an anchor tenant 
development at Northeast Martin Luther King Boulevard and 
Alberta Street .

 z Parking spaces at Old Town Lofts acquired when a developer 
defaulted on a loan .

(Click the link below to view a slideshow detailing the property portfolios)
https://www .portlandoregon .gov/auditservices/article/663288

Prosper Portland owned or controlled 80 properties in 2016
(shown by urban renewal area, properties are shown with proportional area)
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 z The Inn at the Convention Center purchased to use the land 
for a new headquarters hotel at the Convention Center . When 
plans were finalized for a different location, the agency had to 
reconsider what to do with the property .

 z Properties leased to community groups at sub-market rates 
including the home of the Belmont Goats and Voz Workers 
Center .

The properties generated $1 .7 million in net revenue in 2016, which 
was 6 percent of total operating revenue .

Prosper Portland staff created a draft business plan to outline how 
the agency will compensate for declining tax increment financ-
ing . Though the document was still in draft form at the time of this 
audit, a version was published on the agency’s website and staff said 
the overall financial model remained largely the same as the plan 
evolved . According to the plan, real estate revenue is intended to be 
a major part of Prosper Portland’s strategy for generating revenue in 
the future . The agency anticipated that tax increment financing rev-
enue would no longer be available within the next 10 years without 
further action from City Council . The goal is to generate more than 
nine times the amount of real estate revenue it currently generates 
by 2031 . 

Shift in resources

In 2016 tax increment financing was a major source of 
revenue and real estate was a minor source 
(shown in millions)

$1.0

$1.7

$2.6

$10.6

$15.2

Other Fees & Revenues

Real Esate

Loan Income

General Fund

Tax Increment Financing

Source: Prosper Portland Budget Office

Tax Increment Financing

General Fund

Loan Income

Real Estate

Other Fees & Revenues
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Prosper Portland’s real estate revenue ranged from $2 .3 million in 
2014 to $1 .7 million in 2016 . This amount is far below what will be 
needed to meet the 2031 revenue goals outlined in the draft busi-
ness plan .

Real estate and tax increment financing revenue 
in 2016 and 2031

Source: Prosper Portland Budget Office

$15 .2

Tax Increment Financing, $0 .0

$1 .7

Real Estate, $16 .2

2016 2031 Goal

$2 .3
$1 .6 $1 .7

$1 .3

$5 .8

$13 .5 $16 .2

2014 2016 2021 2026 2031

Real estate income in 2014-16 did not maintain the 
trend needed to meet the 2031 goal

Source: Prosper Portland Budget Office
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Prosper Portland uses the definition for equity in the Portland Plan 
which states “equity is when everyone has access to opportunities 
necessary to satisfy essential needs, advance their well-being, and 
achieve their full potential .” Prosper Portland has acknowledged an 
agency legacy of inequity and committed to alleviating disparities 
between white people and people of color in Portland . In a 2017 
message to explain the agency’s name change, the executive director 
said:

  Nearly 60 years ago, the Portland Development 
Commission was created to take advantage of powerful 
financial tools allowed by urban renewal legislation . This 
led to bulldozing neighborhoods with African American, 
Italian immigrant, and Jewish communities, among 
others, sometimes with little notice or compensation . 
The agency carried out these discriminatory practices 
in the name of progress, and their devastating effects 
still reverberate today . Decades of pain and mistrust still 
linger in some communities, a tragic legacy that informs 
our work today and guides us to our future .

The strategic plan notes that those programs contributed to inequi-
ties that survive today and are getting worse . The wage gap between 
white people and people of color was $3 an hour in 1980 and $5 
an hour in 2012 . Prosper Portland reports that inequities constrain 
the ability for companies to grow, limit innovation, and undercut 
economic growth . To address these inequities, Prosper Portland has 
committed to transforming into an agency that prioritizes building an 
equitable economy . 

Meeting strategic objectives for financial stability and improved eq-
uity will require Prosper Portland to improve real estate management .

Shift in who benefits
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For this audit, we assessed how Prosper Portland aligns its manage-
ment of real property with the objectives in its strategic plan and 
how it oversees day-to-day operations of properties managed by 
third parties . We audited real estate management in fiscal year 2016, 
just as staff were beginning to implement the 2015-2020 strategic 
plan . At the strategic level, we found that real estate management 
activities were not yet aligned with objectives because staff had not 
yet completed actions outlined in the strategic plan . 

Prosper Portland’s overarching objective to “operate an equitable, 
innovative, and financially stable agency” underlies its other strategic 
objectives . The objective includes financial and equity actions that 
apply to the real estate management function .

Audit Results:

Real estate 
management 

activities not yet 
aligned with strategic 

objective

Strategic objective and 
actions

Financial actions 
mostly in progress

In response to the strategic plan, Prosper Portland began implement-
ing financial actions, but still has more to do . In the summer of 2016, 
the agency released a draft long-term business plan to define how it 
will meet financial goals . The business plan calls for staff to identify 
an expected financial return on investment for the real estate portfo-
lio as well as for individual properties . 

Financial Actions
• Develop and begin implementation of a long-term business plan 

for the agency that seeks to achieve diversified, balanced, and 
sustainable funding for Prosper Portland’s projects, programs, and 
operations .

• Implement strategic disposition of Prosper Portland’s real estate 
portfolio to achieve both development and long-term financial 
sustainability objectives .

Equity Action
• Complete Prosper Portland’s transition to an anti-racist 

multicultural organization through implementation of the 
equity action plan .
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Prosper Portland began a comprehensive review of the potential for 
return for the portfolio of all properties, and staff are still developing 
potential returns . The draft business plan included an assumption 
that investments associated with real estate will generate a 6 percent 
return . According to staff, the expected return was not based on the 
current real estate portfolio; rather it was a conservative estimate 
for potential return based on advice from the financial sustainability 
committee .

Staff did not develop return targets for each individual property . 
Staff discussed putting properties into categories based on potential 
financial return or meeting community goals, but this work was not 
completed at the time of the audit . The financial investment commit-
tee could have performed this role . It was responsible for evaluating 
potential income associated with purchases, sales, and long-term 
leases . However, staff did not have documentation of financial invest-
ment committee reviews for 25 of the 2016 properties, because the 
agency gained control of the properties prior to the creation of the 
committee and the policy doesn’t cover properties with no pending 
decisions .

Staff completed the second financial action . The board gave staff 
direction on which properties it intends to keep and staff began 
the process of selling the other properties . Prosper Portland sold or 
intended to sell 30 of the properties it owned in 2016 .

Prosper Portland prioritized equity in its strategic plan, but that prior-
ity was not incorporated into its real estate management activity with 
documented goals . Prosper Portland did not implement equity plans 
for real estate management activities and did not document discus-
sions about equity . Prosper Portland procedures required an equity 
plan to “manage all investments, projects and programs in a manner 
which considers beneficiaries, addresses disparities, and supports 
equitable outcomes .” Equity plans document consideration of ques-
tions such as:

 z Who are the historically disadvantaged Portlanders affected 
by this initiative?

 z How will you maximize opportunities and inclusivity for them 
to participate in or benefit from this initiative?

Limited action on equity
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Prosper Portland’s real estate management activities are at a turning 
point and successful management of real estate will be a major compo-
nent of its ability to meet future financial goals in an equitable manner . 
In the past, without financial goals, the real estate portfolio generated 
less than one-ninth of the revenue required in the future . In the past, 
without a focus on equity, the agency contributed to gentrification and 
displaced communities . Without a balanced reflection and intentional 
actions on equity and financial principles Prosper Portland risks not 
meeting financial goals or sacrificing equitable outcomes to achieve 
financial returns .

Past performance 
shows alignment 
with objectives is 

necessary

Summary of status of real estate strategic actions

Prosper Portland 

Audit 498, Page 1 

Summary of status of real estate strategic actions 

 

 

Sold or intended to 
sell 30 properties 

Equity impact 
assessment for one 
property

 

   

Complete In Progress No Action
Released draft long‐
term business plan in 
summer of 2016

Reviewing potential 
return for the 
portfolio

Developing return 
targets for each 
individual property

No financial 
investment 
committee records 
for nearly a third of 
the properties (25)

No equity action 
plans

Staff members said they did not complete equity plans for real estate 
management decisions because the equity procedure did not apply 
to real estate decisions and did not name the real estate manage-
ment function explicitly .

Staff began preparing racial equity impact assessments for some new 
projects . Only one of the 2016 properties had an assessment .
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Recommendations To ensure that real estate management activity is aligned with Pros-
per Portland’s strategic objectives, Prosper Portland should: 

1 . Develop strategic purposes for each property and income 
goals as outlined in the draft business plan .

2 . Document equity assessments for each property in the 
portfolio .

3 . Amend the financial investment policy to require the 
committee to regularly review all real estate holdings for 
potential financial return, even those without pending 
decisions . 
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Audit Results:

Limited monitoring 
at third-party 

operated properties

2016 Gross income from properties by income source

Source: Prosper Portland Real Estate Team and Operator for Union Station

Inn at the Convention Center

Union Station

Nelson Property

Bakery Block

Argyle Building

Station Place Parking Garage

Riverplace Parking Garage

Block Y

Eastbank Esplanade-Festival Lots

(one single family house and monthly restricted parking)

(events, filming, construction staging, etc .)

(three properties)

Belmont Goats

Mercado Parking

MLK Blvd . Solar Charging Station

Mercado

Voz Worker Center

SW 3rd and Oak Development Agreement

Boys and Girls Club

2016 
Gross Income ($)

2,505,124

1,350,028

162,639

152,725

124,800

959,658

292,496

191,826

109,172

27,089

13,650

11,400

151

150

5

5

1

1

1

Total        5,900,921

Income Source

Market Rate Agreements

 

Parking

 

Monthly Residential

Use Permits

Billboard Lease

Below Market Agreements

Third-party
Operator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

(one)

In addition to reviewing how real estate activities complied with 
strategic objectives, we also observed how staff oversaw day-to-day 
monitoring of third-party operators at its properties . In 2016 Prosper 
Portland generated $5 .9 million in gross operating income from 26 
properties, not including capital income from sales . Income came 
from the following sources:
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Prosper Portland staff managed the Argyle Building, the monthly 
restricted parking spaces, single use permits, billboard leases, and 
below market agreements directly . The agency hired third-party 
operators to manage the remaining higher income-producing prop-
erties as well as the one single family house, which was purchased to 
consolidate with other properties .

To evaluate Prosper Portland’s oversight of third-party operators, 
we selected the four properties operated by third-parties with the 
highest assessed value: Bakery Block, Inn at the Convention Center, 
Station Place Parking Garage, and Union Station .

Sample properties  

Use
Urban Renewal

Area
2016 Income

(*gross/net)

Station Place Garage
Parking Garage

River District

$1 .0M/$0 .7M

Union Station
Train Station

River District

$1 .4M/$0

Inn Convention Center
Hotel

Convention Center

$2 .5M/$1 .0M

Bakery Block
Mixed Commercial

Lents Town Center

$150,000/$130,000

*gross and net revenue based on operator reports . Net revenue does not include Prosper Portland labor or expenses . 
Numbers rounded to $100,000 except Bakery Block rounded to $10,000 . Photos courtesy of Audit Services Division, Inn at 
the Convention Center, and explorethepearl .com .
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Prosper Portland’s oversight of third-party operated properties is 
guided by the real property management policy . Though it is an 
industry best practice to conduct a risk assessment prior to using a 
third-party operator, staff did not conduct formal risk assessments 
prior to making decisions to use a third-party operator . The real 
property management policy did not require a risk assessment before 
outsourcing property management . The policy stated that Prosper 
Portland would contract with a third-party operator if there were 
multiple tenants on the site, or if management required on-site staff-
ing or substantial maintenance .

Prosper Portland’s 2016 goals for these properties were low risk, 
therefore a risk assessment may not have seemed necessary . How-
ever, as the agency transitions to relying more on real estate revenue, 
goals and risk profiles for properties will change . Prosper Portland’s 
2016 financial goals for the properties were limited to covering cost, 
except for Union Station, where the agency expected to lose money 
in the short term .

No risk assessments

Union Station

Hold for future use as an anchor development 
and anticipate short term losses

Station Place Garage

Provide parking to support retail and 
residential development

Inn at the Convention Center

Hold until the convention center hotel is 
developed and make some improvements

Bakery Block

Keep tenants and cover costs

Prosper Portland financial goals for the sample properties 
were low risk

Photos courtesy of Audit Services Division, the Inn at the Convention Center, and 
explorethepearl .com .
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Budgeting

Reporting

Protecting Physical Assets

Maximizing Revenue

Operator agreements mostly included required provisions

Bakery Block Inn Station Place Union Station

Good

Need Improvement

Poor

The real property management policy stated that agreements with 
operators should include provisions that addressed budgeting, 
reporting, protecting physical assets, and other leasing activities . 
Agreements mostly included provisions required by the policy with 
the following exceptions: 

 z The Union Station agreement did not require reporting . 

 z The Station Place agreement did not require a capital 
maintenance plan . 

 z The Inn and the Union Station agreements did not require 
delinquent collections . 

Agreements mostly 
contained required 

provisions
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Despite having provisions in agreements, we found compliance 
problems in budgeting, reporting, protecting physical assets, and 
maximizing revenue at all four properties: 

 z Budgets for all properties either did not include enough 
detail, included inaccurate forecasting, or were not updated . 
There was no budget for labor at Union Station . 

 z In all cases, reports were either inadequate, inaccurate, 
or operator procedures led us to question the validity of 
operator reports . 

 z There was not a capital maintenance plan for any of the 
properties and building conditions limited revenue at the Inn 
and Union Station .

 z We observed opportunities to increase revenue by taking 
advantage of underused spaces at all properties . At the 
Inn, the operator’s compensation was above market rate . 
At Station Place, the parking control system that distributes 
tickets and lifts the gate was not operating at times .

Budgeting

Reporting

Protecting Physical Assets

Maximizing Revenue

Compliance problems observed at all properties

Bakery Block Inn Station Place Union Station

Good

Need Improvement

Poor

These problems developed because Prosper Portland conducted 
limited monitoring of the operators . Monitoring consisted of histori-
cal comparisons of revenue and expenses and weekly drive-by visits . 
Staff did not go on-site during weekly visits, which were limited to a 
physical review of the property exterior unless further investigation 
was warranted .

Limited monitoring

Compliance problems 
in budgeting, 

reporting, protecting 
physical assets, and 

maximizing revenue
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The agreement to operate Union Station was out of date . The agree-
ment did not require monthly reporting which Prosper Portland 
would like . Additionally, Prosper Portland did not pay the operator 
according to the compensation structure outlined in the agreement, 
according to which the operator should be absorbing some of the 
management risk and should be compensated with 80 percent of net 
profit . Instead, both entities treated the arrangement as a time and 
materials agreement with the operator charging Prosper Portland for 
materials and labor and Prosper Portland receiving all net profit (after 
charges) . 

Prosper Portland paid the operator of the Inn at the Convention 
Center above market compensation because the agency did not use 
a competitive process to select the operator 15 years ago . Prosper 
Portland paid more than $600,000 to the operator in 2016 compared 
to an industry standard rate of $125,000 . Staff said the agency did 
not use a competitive process because the intent was to hold the 
property as it assembled land for what was to become the Oregon 
Convention Center hotel . The hotel operator said that initially, Prosper 
Portland had asked them to “baby sit” the hotel for a few months . 
Despite the temporary nature of the agreement, Prosper Portland 
renewed the lease 13 times without significant changes .

The operator at Station Place Garage described the parking control 
system owned by Prosper Portland as “non-serviceable” and “anti-
quated .” When the system was out of service, and there were gaps 
in revenue reports, neither the operator, nor Prosper Portland staff 
quantified missing revenue . We observed other security gaps that 
could allow parkers to use the garage without paying . These gaps 
present a risk for fraud and we reported these details to management 
for correction . 

Prosper Portland met its goals for these properties, but they did not 
include ambitious revenue targets . If it wishes to rely on income from 
these properties to fund agency operations, Prosper Portland will 
need to increase monitoring to ensure that operators comply with 
contract provisions .

No quantification of 
revenue lost when 

Station Place parking 
control system out of 

service

Union Station 
agreement out of date

Inn operator 
compensation above 

market
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To maximize revenue from third-party operators, Prosper Portland 
should:

1 . Perform and document risk assessments for each income 
generating property . Assessments should be aligned with 
goals for the property and with strategic goals .

2 . Develop contract provisions related to budgeting, reporting, 
and protecting physical assets that reflect the level of risk . 

3 . Create a monitoring program for each income generating 
property tailored to contract provisions .

To increase revenue at specific properties, Prosper Portland should:

4 . Competitively solicit an operator for the Inn at the 
Convention Center if Prosper Portland decides to continue 
ownership .

5 . Renegotiate the operating agreement for Union Station 
to include reporting requirements and a compensation 
structure .

6 . Upgrade the parking control system at Station Place Garage . 

Recommendations
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Our audit objectives were to determine if Prosper Portland’s manage-
ment of real estate was aligned with strategic goals and whether it 
received expected income from properties . We focused our audit 
scope on Prosper Portland’s real estate holdings in 2016 and its 
oversight of four properties operated by third-parties . We excluded 
properties dedicated to housing, all of which Prosper Portland trans-
ferred to the Portland Housing Bureau in 2017 . 

To accomplish our audit objectives, we:

 z Reviewed Prosper Portland policies and procedures, including 
the strategic plan, the draft long-term business plan, the 
equity action plan, the real property management policy, and 
equity procedures

 z Relied on Prosper Portland staff calculations for real estate 
revenue

 z Interviewed Prosper Portland management and staff

 z Reviewed Prosper Portland’s real estate database and reports 
generated by the Real Estate Team

 z Observed staff conduct reviews of the exteriors of properties

 z Selected four properties to review in detail . For the sample 
properties, we

  – Reviewed operator agreements

  – Interviewed operators

  – Toured buildings 

  – Reviewed monthly operator reports

  – Observed procedures for preparing reports and reviewed  
  documentation for two sample reports from each   
  operator

  – Relied on third-party auditor verification of Union   
  Station’s internal controls for reporting

We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally 
accepted government auditing standards . Those standards require 
that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate 
evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclu-
sions based on our audit objectives . We believe that the evidence 
obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives . 

Objectives, Scope, 
and Methodology
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This report is intended to promote the best possible management of public resources .   
This and other audit reports produced by the Audit Services Division are available for 
viewing on the web at:  www .portlandoregon .gov/auditservices .  Printed copies can be 
obtained by contacting the Audit Services Division .

Audit Services Division  
Office of the City Auditor
1221 SW 4th Avenue, Room 310
Portland, Oregon  97204
503-823-4005
www.portlandoregon.gov/auditservices

Prosper Portland: Disciplined property management 
needed to achieve future revenue goals, equitable 
outcomes
 
Report #498, November 28, 2017

Audit Team:   Elizabeth Pape, Tenzin Gonta, 
 Minh Dan Vuong

Mary Hull Caballero, City Auditor
Kari Guy, Interim Director of Audit Services

Other recent audit reports:

Utility Payment Assistance: Program improvements 
would enable City to assist more customers (#478, 
October 2017)

Tree Code: Implementation phase shows progress and 
pitfalls (#495, September 2017)

Risk Management: City loss prevention needs a 
proactive approach (#493, June 2017)


